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GENERAL INFORMATIONS

ORGANISATION
Rai Amsterdam - Interclean Amsterdam
P.O. Box 77777
1070 MS Amsterdam
CONTACT INFORMATION
Europaplein
1078 GZ Amsterdam
tel. 31 (0)20 549 12 12
interclean@rai.nl - www.rai.nl
CONNECTION tram, metro, and bus network
From Amsterdam Central Station:
Take tram 4 to RAI Amsterdam (Europaplein
stop) or metro 51 in the direction of Westwijk
(get off at train station RAI)

EXHIBIT DAYS
May 15 - 18, RAI Amsterdam, 		
The Nederlands

Tuesday 15 May

10.00 - 17.30

Wednesday 16 May

10.00 - 17.30

Thursday 17 May

10.00 - 17.30

Friday 18 May

10.00 - 15.00

EVENTS - GENERAL PROGRAM - LOCATION
HEALTHCARE CLEANING LAB
HALL 9
The Healthcare Cleaning LAB
is where you find specific
cleaning products and
practises for the healthcare
industry.
TUESDAY 15 MAY
11.00 - 12.00 		
Demonstrations: cleaning
patient rooms and operating
rooms
11.00 - 11.30
Environmental Hygiene
Improvement in the Operating
Room			
14.00 - 14.30
Simavi
14.30 - 15.30
Demonstrations: cleaning
patient rooms and operating
rooms
15.00 – 15.30
Dispenser cleaning in the 21th
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century
Wednesday, 16 may 2018
10.30 - 11.30			
Demonstrations: cleaning
patient rooms and operating
rooms
11.00 - 11.30 			
Improving Patient and Client
Outcomes using a Risk Sharing
Model for Hygiene Compliance
11.30 - 12.00		
Introducing Galaxy
MoonBeam(™)3
14.00 - 15.00 			
Demonstrations: cleaning
patient rooms and operating
rooms
10.00 - 16.00 			
Healthcare Cleaning Forum - RAI
THURSDAY 17 MAY
10.30 - 11.30			
Demonstrations: cleaning
patient rooms and operating
rooms

10.30 - 11.00 		
Monitoring system of the
dispeners supports the increase
of the compliance in the hand
hygiene
12.00 - 13.00			
Introducing Intellicare
13.00 - 13.30 			
Introducing Oxivir
13.00 - 14.00		
Improve hand hygiene
compliance, our facilities
14.00 - 14.30 		
Alcohol-based hand rubs as
key partners to limit the spread
of microbial pathogens in
healthcare
14.00 - 15.00			
Demonstrations: cleaning
patient rooms and operating
rooms
FRIDAY 18 MAY
10.30 - 11.30 			
Demonstrations: cleaning
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patient rooms and operating
rooms
11.00 - 11.30 			
Smart Dispenser Systems –
Optimizing, Monitoring and
Saving Lives
11.30 - 12.30 		
Access to Africa Workshop AMREF
INNOVATIONLAB
AND THE ROBOT ARENA
HALL 8
The InnovationLAB is an
activity platform located and
it is showcase all nominated
products of the Amsterdam
Innovation Award.
Amsterdam
INNOVATION AWARDS
The proceeds of the
Amsterdam Innovation Award
2018 go to: AMREF, A healthy
future for girls in Kilindi
(Tanzania)
The Robot Arena is a live
product demonstration
of robotic products in
challenging test scenarios.
TUESDAY 15 MAY
10.30 - 12.00 		
Opening and Amsterdam
INNOVATION AWARDS
Ceremony
13.00 - 13.30 			
The impact of REACH on the
detergents industry
14.00 - 15.00 			
Top innovations at Interclean:
Interactive session on smart
solutions
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WEDNESDAY 16 MAY
10.30 - 11.30
Trendwatcher and
technological innovator
12.00 - 12.30		
Evolution of fragrance from
inside, to outside the washroom
13.00 - 13.30 		
Innovative technology for
laundry wastewater reuse
13.00 - 13.30 			
New dynamics of selling in the
digital world
14.00 - 15.00
		
Top innovations at Interclean:
Interactive session on smart
solutions
THURSDAY 17 MAY
10.00 - 16.00			
Facility Inspiration Day
11.30 - 12.00
		
Wecoline Clean ‘Easy superior
single use concept’
ZERO WASTELAB
HALL 7
TUESDAY 15 MAY
13.00 - 14.00 		
Becoming a circular
gamechanger - Tork PaperCircle
15.00 - 15.30 		
How cultural institutions
can achieve an optimal
sustainability score - RAI
Amsterdam
13.00 -13.30 			
The challenge of applicable
circularity
WEDNESDAY 16 MAY
12.30 - 13.00 		
E-learning and TorkPaperCircle

THURSDAY 17 MAY
13.00 - 13.30 			
The challenge of applicable
circularity
13.30 - 14.00 		
The cleaning industry as
a starting point for a new
industrial revolution
WASTELAB
HALL 7
TUESDAY 15 MAY
14.00 - 15.00
Workshop: Anatomy of the
waste bin - office waste
WEDNESDAY 16 MAY
11.00 - 12.00 			
Workshop: Anatomy of the
waste bin - hygiene paper
12.00 - 12.30 		
The cleaning industry as
a starting point for a new
industrial revolution
14.00 - 15.00 		
Workshop: Anatomy of the
waste bin - office waste
15.00 - 15.30
The cleaning industry as
a starting point for a new
industrial revolution
THURSDAY 17 MAY 2018
11.00 - 12.00 			
Workshop: Anatomy of the
waste bin - organic waste
13.30 - 14.00 		
The cleaning industry as
a starting point for a new
industrial revolution - Werner
& Mertz
14.00 - 15.00 		
Workshop: Anatomy of the
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waste bin - office waste
15.00 - 16.00 			
ECMR: Sustainable Winner
Award 2017
FRIDAY 18 MAY
11.00 - 12.00 		
Workshop: Anatomy of the
waste bin - glass
THE INTERCLEAN STAGE
HALL 13
(eliciumballroom)
TUESDAY 15 MAY
14.00 - 15.00 			
Essity
WEDNESDAY 16 MAY
11.00 - 12.00 			
Essity
13.00 - 14.00 			
Essity
14.00 - 15.00 			
How to improve productivity
and ensure the quality of your
company through digitalisation
THURSDAY 17 MAY
11.00 - 12.00 		
Satellite symposium: Our
Evolving Underboothing of
Pathogen Dissemination and
Environmental Hygiene
12.00 -13.00 			
Satellite Symposium: Ecolab
13.00 - 14.00 			
Satellite Symposium: ETS
15.00 - 16.00 			
Addressing maternal and child
health challenges through
bridging the Water, Sanitation
and Hygiene
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14.00 - 15.00 			
Satellite Symposium: The future
of permanent pumps
15.00 - 16.00 			
Addressing maternal and child
health challenges through
bridging the Water, Sanitation
and Hygiene

come on May 17th at 7.00
in front of entrance D
(first floor).

ISSA SEMINAR

Outdoor demo show
Bringing outdoor cleaning,
window cleaning and
high pressure cleaning to
life. Demonstrations of
street cleaning, ground
maintenance and outside
cleaning machines, as well as
equipment for high pressure
cleaning, window cleaning
or powered access and
aerial work machines and
equipment.

Room D407 (Elicium)
Accredited Auditing
Professional (AAP):Offered by
ISSA’s Cleaning Management
Institute (CMI). Estimating
Made Easy (EME): Match your
facility requirements with the
right cleaning system and
you willmaximise resources,
improve cleaning quality, and
takeyour organisation to the
next level of development,
and of the Cleaning Industry
Management Boothard (CIMS)
requirements.
Wednesday 16 May
9.00 - 15.00
Trainer: Brant Insero /
KJ Boel (TBC)
Thursday 17 May
9.00 - 15.00 			
Trainer: Tommy Taylor
OTHER EVENTS
Interclean Circle Run
It allows you to explore the
halls in a unique way, by
running the full circle through
the halls. Get your ticket and

Facility Inspiration Event
It takes place on 17 May
from 10.00 - 16.00 at the
InnovationLAB in Hall 8.

Young Cleaning
Professionals (YPC)
Auping Refresh Lounge
Visit the Auping refresh
lounge and enjoy a fresh juice,
a bite or have a powernap in
one of the Auping beds.
Lucart beer garden
Wind down after a long day
of networking at the Lucart
Beer garden in hall 7. Be sure
not to miss the Happy Hour,
which lets you get 2 beers for
the price of one. Happy Hour
is every Tuesday/Wednesday/
Thursday from 16.30 - 17.30
and on Friday from 14.00 15.00.
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ITALIAN EXHIBITORS LIST*
A
4 CLEAN PRO
ADIATEK
AFIDAMP SERVIZI
ALBERTI INTERNATIONAL
ALLEGRINI
AMER
AMETEK
ANNOVI REVERBERI
AQUA INDUSTRIAL GROUP
AR-CO CHIMICA
ARISTON
B
BERTOLINI IDROMECCANICA
BIEMMEDUE
BIMACK
BLU ITALIA
BRAM
C
C.C.A.G. CROTTI
CARIND
CARTIERE CARRARA
CARTINDUSTRIA
EUROCARTA
CASALINO CARTA
CENTRALCARTA
CIMEL / TURBOLAVA
CLEANING COMMUNITY
CLEANING COMPONENT
CoInd.
COMAC
COMET
CORAZZI FIBRE
COYNCO
D
DAGU
DAINA
DEC
DELFIN
DEPURECO INDUSTRIAL
VACUUMS
DIMARTINO
DIMENSIONE PULITO
DULEVO INTERNATIONAL
DUPLEX INTERNATIONAL
DU.PUY
E
È COSÌ

12

hall
07
03
03
12
05
07
03
07
05
05
07
05
hall
05
02
05
08
01
hall
03
11
11

booth
426
129
431D
803
242
230
111
120
245
107
220
430
booth
355
127
207
328
233
booth
315
205
107

12

601

12
10
02
01
05
07
01
01
05
05
hall
07
10
01
05

600
306
116
138
441
304
421A
503
443
330
booth
313
316
334
206

03

327

07
01
02
03
07
hall
07

118
142
217
207
217
booth
104

ECOCHEM
ELSEA
EPOCA
EUDOREX
EVOTECH ITALIA
F
FPS PULITO
FABER TILE & STONE CARE
FALPI
FARAONE
FCM
FIBRATESCO
FILMOP
FIMAP

03
01
03
07
05
hall
05
05
01
07
07
05
01
01

203
115
131
427
203
booth
445
239
441
523
213
421
219
421C

G
GHIBLI & WIRBEL
GISOWATT
GSA
H
HAWK LEUCO
HiQ MECHANICAL MOTION
HYGAN
HYGENIA
I
I.C.A. Tissue
I.C.F.

hall
01
05
01
hall
05
07
05
12
hall
11
11
05
OUT
03
05
05
10
02
02
05
01

booth
507
359
621A
booth
257
305
305
607
booth
407
412
450
03
119
354
349
211
123
225
327
105

01
01
01

435
437
535

01
01
01
hall
02
07
05
02
11

135
341
539
booth
219
302
115
116A
109

IBIX
IDROBASE GROUP
IDROMATIC
IDROPAVESE
INDUSTRIE CELTEX
ING. O. FIORENTINI
INJECTA
INTERPUMP GROUP
IPC
ISAL
ITALCHIMICA
K
KEMAK
KEVAC
KLINDEX
KLINMAK
KROLL

* Updated April 8th
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KUNZLE E TASIN
L
LAVORWASH
LINDHAUS
LMA MACCHINE
LUCART GROUP
M
MAER IDROPULITRICI
MA.FRA.
MAGIC
MAR PLAST
MAXIMA
MAZZONI
MECLINE by TECOMEC
MEDIAL INTERNATIONAL METALNOVA
MENIKINI - GENERAL
VAPEUR
MIDAC BATTERIES
MININI
MTM HYDRO
MOVIMOTOR
N
NETTUNO
NICOLINI
NORDELETTRONICA
NOVALTEC GROUP
NUOVA BRESCIA
ACCUMULATORI
O
OMM SCRUBBERS &
SWEEPERS
ORANGE 1 ELECTRIC
MOTORS
ORMA AIR CONTROL
P
P.T.C.
P.A.
PACKING 90
PAPERDÌ
POLI CLEANING MACHINES
POWER WASH ITALIANA
PROJECT
PULIRE NETWORK AFIDAMP
PULITECNO
PULIZIA INDUSTRIALE E
SANIFICAZIONE
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07
hall
02
03
07
12
12
hall
05
03
07
11
03
05
05

324
booth
203
304
214
301
401
booth
255
204
142
103
202
350
251

12

501

05

243

07
11
05
03
hall
12
01
05
05

232
414
155
130
booth
413
432
143
460

03

210

hall

booth

01

335

05

252

11
hall
05
05
12
11
05
05
08
03
12
05

300
booth
161
260
806
111
203
438
406
431D
803
256

01

126A

ITALIAN EXHIBITORS - FLOOR PLAN*

Q
QTS ITALY

hall
10

booth
311

R
R.C. TABLE TOP
RAMEX
RCM
ROIAL
S
SPE
SANTA GEMMA T.CO.
SANTOEMMA
SEKO
SIBILIA
SIMMM ENGINEERING
SOFIDEL
SPIVAL
STEAM ITALY
STI
SUTTER PROFESSIONAL
SYNCLEAN
T
TECNO.MEC
TECNOVAP
TECOMEC
TMB
TPA IMPEX
TRE COLLI
TRIME
TSM TECHNOLOGICAL
SYSTEM
TTS CLEANING
TWT /4T
U
UDOR
UNIVAC
V
VAMA ELETTROTERMO
MECCANICA
VDM
VETROCARE
W
WE ITALIA
WIMEX
WM SYSTEM
WOLF
Z
ZALLYS

hall
10
05
01
11
hall
01
11
05
01
05
05
10
05
05
05
01
02
hall
05
03
05
01
05
03
03

booth
508
367
333
102
booth
117
310
111
315
422
463
303
445
135
343
230
118
booth
351
120
351
421B
147
321
123

03

102

01
08
hall
05
07
hall

431
222
booth
365
428
booth

10

109

01
07
hall
08
07
03
07
hall
07

339
324
booth
122
517
325
539
booth
227

HALL 01
BRAM Pompe
CLEANING COMMUNITY
COMAC
COMET
DEC
DIMENSIONE PULITO
ELSEA
FALPI
FILMOP
FIMAP
GHIBLI & WIRBEL
GSA
INTERPUMP GROUP
IPC
ISAL
ITALCHIMICA
NICOLINI
OMM SCRUBBERS
& SWEEPERS
PULIZIA INDUSTRIALE
E SANIFICAZIONE
RCM
SPE
SEKO
SUTTER PROFESSIONAL
TMB
TTS CLEANING
VDM

HALL 02
BIEMMEDUE
CIMEL
DULEVO INTERNATIONAL
ING. O. FIORENTINI
KEMAK
KLINMAK
LAVORWASH
SYNCLEAN

HALL 03
ADIATEK
AMER
C.C.A.G. CROTTI
DEPURECO INDUSTRIAL
VACUUMS
DUPLEX INTERNATIONAL
ECOCHEM
EPOCA
IDROBASE GROUP

booth
233
138

421A
503
334
142
115
441
219
421C
507
621
105
435/437/535
135/341/B12
539
432
335
126/A
333
117
315
230
421B
431

339
booth
127
116
217
123/125
219
116/A
203
118

booth
129
111
315
327
207
203
131
119

LINDHAUS
MA.FRA.
MAXIMA
MOVIMOTOR
NUOVA BRESCIA
ACCUMULATORI
PULIRE NETWORK AFIDAMP
TECNOVAP
TRE COLLI
TRIME
TSM TECHNOLOGICAL
SYSTEM
WM SYSTEM

HALL 05
ALBERTI INTERNATIONAL
ANNOVI REVERBERI
AQUA INDUSTRIAL GROUP
ARISTON
BERTOLINI
BIMACK
CLEANING COMPONENT
CORAZZI FIBRE
COYNCO
DELFIN
EVOTECH ITALIA
F.P.S. PULITO

FABER TILE & STONE CARE
FIBRATESCO
GISOWATT
HAWK LEUCO
HYGAN
IBIX
IDROMATIC
IDROPAVESE
INJECTA
KLINDEX
MAER IDROPULITRICI
MAZZONI
MECLINE by TECOMEC
MENIKINI GENERAL VAPEUR
MTM HYDRO
NORDELETTRONICA
NOVALTEC GROUP
ORANGE 1 ELECTRIC MOTORS
P.T.C.
P.A.
POLI CLEANING MACHINES
POWER WASH ITALIANA

* Updated April 8th

304
204
202
130
210
431D
120
321
123
102
325

booth
242
245
107
430
355

207
441
443
330
132
203
445
239
421
359
257
305
450/OUT03
354
349
327
115
255
350
251
243
155
143
460
252
161
260
203
438
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PULITECNO
RAMEX
SANTOEMMA
SIBILIA
SIMMM ENGINEERING
SPIVAL
STEAM ITALY
STI
TECNO.MEC
TECOMEC
TPA IMPEX
UDOR

HALL 07
4 CLEAN PRO
ALLEGRINI
AMETEK
AR-CO CHIMICA
CO.Ind.
DAGU
DIMARTINO
DU-PUY
È COSÌ
EUDOREX
FARAONE
FCM
HiQ MECHANICAL MOTION
KEVAC
KUNZLE E TASIN
LMA MACCHINE
MAGIC
MIDAC BATTERIES
UNIVAC
VETROCARE
WIMEX
WOLF
ZALLYS

HALL 08
BLU ITALIA
PROJECT
TWT
WE ITALIA

HALL 10
CENTRALCARTA
DAINA
INDUSTRIE CELTEX
QTS ITALY
R.C. TABLE TOP
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256
367
111
422
463
445
135
343
351
251
147
365

booth
426
230
120
220
304
313
118
217
104
427
523
213
305
302
325
214
142
232
428
324
517
539
227

SOFIDEL

VAMA ELETTROTERMO
MECCANICA
HALL 11

303
109

booth

CARIND
CARTIERE CARRARA
I.C.A. Tissue
I.C.F.
KROLL
MAR PLAST
MININI
ORMA AIR CONTROL
ROIAL

205
107
407
412
109
103
414
300
102

PAPERDÌ

111

SANTA GEMMA T.CO.

HALL 12
CARTINDUSTRIA EUROCARTA
CASALINO CARTA
HYGENIA
LUCART GROUP
MEDIAL METALNOVA
NETTUNO
PACKING 90
PULIRE NETWORK AFIDAMP

310

booth
601
600
607
301/401
501
413
806
803

booth
328
406
222
122

booth
306
316
211
311
508
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COMPANIES & PRODUCTS
HALL 01

GHIBLI & WIRBEL

507

SIMPLY… ROUND 45!
Specifically designed for the contract
cleaners needs, ROUND 45 S versions
meet all the distinctive features which
marked the success of Ghibli & Wirbel
scrubber dryers. Their economic and
streamlined formula is able to guarantee
top-quality performance and results!
Two battery operated models, equipped
with a 21” brush head, Simply Manual
(manual) and Simply Driven (with
traction) guarantee high productivity.
45-litres capacity, wide cleaning width
(530 mm), high running time (up to
three hours for SD models) and up to 5
km/h driving speed (in the version with
traction): everything has been conceived
in order to guarantee maximum cleaning
result and to work effortlessly in
environments and on surfaces which
feature different dimensions. Also, the
high-performance suction motor and
the innovative, compact and adjustable
squeegee system guarantee excellent
drying results even on the most difficult
surfaces. All the main functions of the
machine can be managed by the operator
through the extremely simplified
control panel and the TOUCH SYSTEM, a
revolution from Ghibli & Wirbel. Thanks
to it, all the main functions are activated
with a simple and intuitive way, through
the main sensor located on the handle,

18

for easy and practical working session.
The two pivoting wheels under the frame
and the short wheelbase guarantee
maximum manoeuvrability, while
ensuring at the same time complete
control both in operation and during
transport. In this way, Round 45 can
operate in a perfectly agile way in any
kind of environment, even in the tightest
spaces. Round 45 SM 55 and SD 55 are
available in two versions: a basic one and
a full package one (with battery charger
and batteries).
www.ghibliwirbel.com
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HALL 01

IPC TOOLS

435/437/535

The Brix SDS trolley comes with the Smart
Disinfection System for instant mop
impregnation. A dedicated control panel
lets you calibrate the quantity of cleaning
product dispensed. The version with switch
allows you to choose between detergent and
disinfectant solutions. Available also in the
Black is Green version, made with up to 75%
high quality recycled plastic. It is possible also
to customize the trolley with Brix Cover Bag, a
system that allows to cover with customizable
panels the unaesthetic trash bags, promoting
the business at the same time.
www.ipcworldwide.com

IPC MACHINES 435/437/535
CT51, the new IPC scrubber dryer, can be
described as a legion of innovation. More
than just a battery powered scrubber dryer,
it is literally ‘4 machines in 1’, with its
revolutionary interchangeable brush heads.
Nonetheless, with the APCTM (Advanced
Productivity Control) system, the electro valve
controls the water flow, making it regular, and
reducing unnecessary wastes. With the DBL
(double battery life) innovation, the battery
lasts longer, up to 1000 rides. Moreover, the
Eco Select technology allows the operator
to reduce the speed of the brush and, at the
same time, to limit the water flow, reducing
water and energy wastes by 20%, enhancing
productivity and reducing noise to 54dB.
www.ipcworldwide.com

HALL 01

TTS CLEANING

431

TTS Cleaning is an Italian company, established
in 1987 and has become a point of reference
for professional cleaning. The quality that
distinguishes the TTS equipment, designed and
built entirely in Italy, derives first of all from
direct experience gained in the field. TTS offers
professional solutions in the healthcare sector,
restaurants, hotels, schools, industries and hightraffic area such as railway stations and airports.
TTS systems reduce operator’s strain paying
particular attention to ergonomics.
Nowadays TTS has more than 4,200 items in the
catalogue. TTS professional systems provide a
high boothard of hygiene, time savings, reduces
costs of operations and lower laundry costs.
Environmental sustainability is very important
for TTS. In its range there are systems that
reduce waste of energy and water and reduce
polluting emissions. TTS’s commitment and
eco-sustainable vision has also influenced the
company’s internal organization, including the
use of recycled polymers: a commitment formally
recognized by the achievement of the Second Life
Plastic Certification (PSV), the use of renewable
energy for 100% supply of the headquarters,
the annual commitment with donations to NGOs
active in the sector.
The Italian company exports its products to
over 80 countries worldwide and confirms its
strong presence in the international level with
four foreign branches, Spain, Brazil, the UK

and Germany. TTS can also count on logistics
units of considerable size: to the 18.000 m2 of
warehousing that is already present in Italy, we
will be adding, during this year, a new logistics
warehouse of 17.000 m2. The company’s
philosophy is not only to offer a wide range
of innovative solutions, but also to allow its
customers to have a fast and punctual delivery
service. In addition to the essential pillars
on which the daily activity of TTS is based,
there is also the advice of the experts who
accompany the customer in choosing the most
appropriate solution and a highly professional
post-sale specialist support. TTS’s commitment
to continuous improvement continues with the
observation and detection of the ever-changing
needs that arise in the various contexts of use,
from which we start to study and develop highly
efficient and tailor-made solutions.

FOCUS
TTS CLEANING Srl
Viale dell’Artigianato,
12/14
35010 Santa Giustina
in Colle (PD)
www.ttsystem.com

EXPORT SALES
MANAGER
Alessandro Costantini
info@ttsystem.com
T. +39 049 9300710

FLAGSHIP PRODUCT
TRILOGY:
DOSELY, TRIPRESS,
TRI MOPS

www.ttsystem.com
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HALL 01

RCM

333

RCM (Raimondi Costruzioni Meccaniche) has
been manufacturing and distributing industrial
and urban cleaning machinery around the
world since 1967. RCM were one of Italy’s first
companies to specialise in the cleaning sector.
The company was established in Modena, a
city that reflects RCM’s entrepreneurial spirit
and vocation with a solid family in business,
which has led it to the fourth generation of
Raimondi’s. The company’s aim is to clean
well while making a profit and reducing
environmental impact. RCM develops highperformance machines and reliable solutions
that feature reduced management costs and
savings in energy, water, and detergent.
A passion for good quality mechanics has
always driven RCM since the end of the 19th
century in Parma and has kept doing so from
after the war to now in Modena.
COMBO E is the battery operated combined
machine SAFE like all RCM machines with
its front driving position: it grants maximum
visibility and working precision.
Robust and reliable like all RCM machines,
COMBO is effective in long running sessions
and reduce maintenance costs.
All RCM machines have high performances.
With the highly efficient battery of Combo

E you cut off costs reducing fuel and
maintenance costs without giving up the high
power, performance and safety.
Combo E by RCM is the combination that
allows the user to clean floors with maximum
efficiency according to their specific needs,
precisely because it was built with the idea
of “tailored cleaning”. Indeed with Combo E
it is finally easy to fully manage the energy
resources, through partial recharging actions of
the lithium battery that guarantees maximum
flexibility in organizing cleaning activities.
Combo E recharges 50% its lithium battery
in 60 minutes only so you can clean “without
limits”, planning long work shifts, reducing
downtime and reacting promptly to any
unexpected events.

FOCUS
RCM Spa
Via Tiraboschi, 4
41043 Casinalbo (MO)
www.rcm.it

FLAGSHIP PRODUCT
COMBO E
SALES MANAGER
Daniele Sambati
dsambati@rcm.it

www.rcm.it
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COMPANIES & PRODUCTS
HALL 01

IPC GROUP

ISAL KÄRCHER 135/341/B12
NEW IMPLEMENTATIONS 		
FOR ISAL 110
The 110 was launched on the market last year
and immediately became an Isal best seller.
One of the immediately visible new
implementations on the new 110 is the
ergonomics way of driving: handy and
comfortable steering wheel that allows the
operator to maneuver the machine easily
even in tight spaces. Indeed, is compact and
can easily move inside all warehouses types.
The sweeping system with central brush
and side brushes is well suited for use both
in indoor and outdoor difficult industrial
environments.

ITALCHIMICA

Thanks to the new “no tools” brushes
replacement system, the operator is
facilitated in normal maintenance procedures.
The drawer is divided into two sections to
lighten the weight without affecting the
collection capacity.
www.isalsweepers.it
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TWO SYSTEMS TO OPTIMIZE CLEANING
Italchimica, one of the main Italian
manufacturers of detergents and cosmetics,
has grown over time with success, thanks to
the attention to customer needs. Sanitec,
a leading brand in the professional sector,
the company offers two systems: Quantum
system, innovative in the industrial laundry,
which allows the use of liquid detergents,
thus avoiding fouling of pipes and the
washing machine filters. It also helps to
achieve a secure and constant dosing and
preserves the tissue fibers. The Trilogy system,
addressed to the industrial dishwasher, allows
the determination of detergent, rinse aid
and sequestering independently, adapting
to the situations of dirt and water hardness.

HALL 01

435/437/535

IPC Group is the 3rd biggest manufacturer of
professional cleaning equipment in Europe,
with a wide established expertise and five
production sites located in the North of Italy.
IPC produces scrubber driers, sweepers, high
pressure cleaners, steam generators, vacuums,
window cleaning tools and manual equipment.
The Research&Development team of
specialists constantly works to deliver cleaning
innovations, sustainable technologies with
effective solutions, by improving labour,
energy and water savings and boosting the use
of recycled materials. The aim is to create the
best products for the best practice.
The Group, with more than 1.000 cleaning
specialists focused on customers satisfaction,
is active in over 120 countries with 10
branches abroad: Germany, France, Spain,
United Kingdom, Norway, China, India, USA,
Benelux and Brasil.
Its customer service covers all key markets,
providing for know-how and consulting;
assistance and personal training at customers
locations around the world; financial
instruments to identify the best economic
and fiscal solutions; marketing expertise to

produce specific documentation targeted
for sales team; quick and efficient logistics
with organized production platforms and
automated warehouses.
IPC Group has the most complete professional
cleaning portfolio and it is able to provide
an unequalled possibility of products
customization, guaranteeing an effective
response to meet any customers’ need for both
“living space” and “heavy duty” cleaning tasks.
Colours, technical features, add-ons, all of
them can vary at customer request: many are
the possibilities that IPC provides, to deliver
the specific product wanted and needed.

FOCUS
It is up to four times more concentrated than
a traditional product for dishwasher. The
systems involve low power consumption,
zero waste, and less storage space. Allow
consistency and reliability in the dosage,
control of product costs in use and monitoring
and statistical processing on washes.
www.italchimica.it

IP CLEANING Srl
Viale Treviso, 63
30026 Summaga di Portogruaro (VE)
IPC Tools Spa
Via dell’Artigianato II,1
35010 Villa del Conte (PD)

FLAGSHIP PRODUCTS
IPC MACHINES:
CT 51
IPC TOOLS:
BRIX SDS

www.ipcworldwide.com
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RCM

333

ITALCHIMICA

THE NEWS FROM RCM
During oncoming INTERCLEAN exhibition,
RCM will introduce to the world of cleaning
three great news. First, COMBO E, the
combined machines which can sweep,
wash and dry at the same time, now electric
powered, with Lithium iones battery. The
ideal machine to clean large indoor areas.
The possibility to charge the battery partially
and use the machine for short periods allows
to obtain a new and flexible way to work,
saving time and money. Second, GIGA, a new
mid-sized ride on scrubber-drier, easy to use
and having a long working autonomy. It fits to
several different needs because of the large

TTS CLEANING

431

DOUBLE RESULT IN HALF TIME WITH TTS
TTS revolutionizes cleaning starting from a
simple but fundamental concept: facilitating
cleaning, increasing cleaning result and
decreasing the time spent and the efforts
employed.
Trilogy is the innovative reversible frame
from TTS that enables to use the half of the
necessary mops in comparison to traditional
methods, thanks to the double-sided cleaning
sides. Trilogy could be used, according to
your needs, with pre-soaking method with
Hermetic buckets or soaking on-demand,
thanks to soaking station Dosely with which
you can prepare mops when necessary and
directly on the trolley. TriPress completes the
revolution, combine it with Tri mops and you
wring half as much in order to clean!
www.ttsystem.com

HALL 01

choice of accessories available. Then, BOXER,
the ride on sweeper with rear sweeping
system, granting safe and fast operations,
now equipped now with larger brushes to
obtain a greater cleaning efficiency.
www.rcm.it
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MISSION: To create detergents and
cosmetics that improve quality of life.
It was a mammoth task, but also a big
dream to build this company. Italchimica
was set up in 2003 and in only a short
time plenty of research, innovation and
ambition brought international renown.
It has now become one of Italy’s top
detergent and cosmetics manufacturers.
Our values are Professionalism:
seriousness, competency and precision
are the foundation of every decisional
process, Quality: in our team, tools and
work methods, in the materials we use,
in the environment that we respect.
Responsibility: the environment is our
greatest resource. We look after it by
respecting the regulations. Our mission is
to create detergents and cosmetics that
improve quality of life. The challenge is
always future-facing. We have expanded
our business, brands and market presence
through our trademark research and
innovation. We are present in 50 countries
around the world with one foreign
subsidiary. Over time, the company has

specialized in two different branches,
cleaning and cosmetics.
Concerning the Cleaning branch, Sanitec
is absolutely the most important brand.
With over 200 branded products, it covers
18 different areas. Sanitec has 3 different
dosy systems respectively for professional
laundry cleaning (Quantum System), for
mechanic dishwashing (Trilogy System)
and the innovative high concentration
Dosy System. In addiction, the company
produces a cosmetic and cleaning brand,
Sanitec Green Power, based on a “Green”
philosophy certified by Ecolabel.

FOCUS
ITALCHIMICA Srl
Riviera Maestri
del Lavoro, 10
35127 Padova
T +39 049 8792456
info@italchimica.it
www.italchimica.it

SALES MANAGER
‘PROFESSIONAL’
Fabrizio Fioretto
FLAGSHIP PRODUCTS
WASHING SYSTEMS:
DOSY - TRILOGY - QUANTUM
GREEN LINE

www.italchimica.it
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VDM

339

ISAL KÄRCHER GROUP

TOUCH FREE SYSTEM, UNIQUE AND
INNOVATIVE
The winning choice against hospitalacquired infections: from VDM experience
and knowledge a new professional cleaning
system, unique and innovative, designed
and realized to fight the hospital-acquired
infections: Touch Free System. Hospitalacquired infections represent a real risk for
public health and cause significant costs
for the institutions. Thanks to appropriate
hygiene measures, a remarkable percentage
of hospital-acquired infections could be
prevented. Using the new Touch Free System,
the operator never gets in touch with the
dirty flat mop and with the frame. Thanks to
the innovative Touch Free frame and to the
special clamps, the flat mops are unlocked

FALPI

HALL 01

directly into the waste bucket in an easy and
intuitive way, without using the hands. Touch
Free System is an ergonomic system that in
3 simple moves it avoids the bending of the
operator’s back, making less movements thus
speeding-up the cleaning operations and
reducing the risk of injurie.
www.vdm.it

441

135/341/B12

ISAL was founded in 1974 as a manufacturer
of sheet metal components. In1988it began
designing and producing its first sweepers.
Thanks to experience, the company are able
to design sturdy, reliable machines.
The products range from the simplest and
most economical manual sweepers to
versatile walk-behind machines and more
powerful, more efficient hydraulic ride-on
units, with constant emphasis on minimising
operating costs, but without compromising
on cleaning performance.
Thousands of machines sold throughout the
world demonstratethe satisfaction of the
customers.
ISALservices the Italian market through its
network of local dealers. On international
markets, it relies on anetwork of importersin
Europe, Asia, the Middle East, Africa and
South America.

THE NEW KUBI TROLLEYS
Compactness, strength, modularity,
manoeuvrability, long-lasting quality,
ergonomics and aesthetics are the aspects
that Falpi has carefully taken care to create
the new Kubi trolleys, in order to satisfy the
needs of each site. KUBI 2 PRO BIG-FOOT
is the flagship of the Kubi range: thanks
to a large locker, it is the ideal choice for
the contexts where the trolley must safely
transport and store the cleaning materials. As
all Falpi trolleys, the particular and exclusive
structure of Kubi is designed to carry great
loads without compromising neither the
functionality nor the aspect of the trolley,
even after several years of use. In addition,

FOCUS
the big-foot wheels allow an easy driving
even on uneven floorings.
Every technical aspect has been meticulously
studied in order to offer the best quality to
end users, whose needs are our priority.
www.falpi.com

ISAL KÄRCHER GROUP Srl
Via Modena 42/b
42015 Correggio (RE)
www.isalsweepers.com

Daniele Bonini
Daniele.bonini@isalsweepers.com
FLAGSHIP PRODUCT
ISAL 110

www.isalsweepers.com
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BIEMMEDUE

127

HIGH-PRESSURE WASHERS
The Arcomat line of Biemmedue, a company
based in Cherasco, in the province of
Cuneo, where the BM2 cleaning machines
are produced, has high-pressure washers
that guarantee maximum performance by
efficiently tackling even the most difficult
jobs, in all applications and on all surfaces.
Biemmedue cold water washers are ideal for
the daily cleaning of equipment, vehicles,
and buildings, going to remove any type of
dirt. Biemmedue hot water cleaners clean
with even more effective results without
having to increase the pressure. Washing

DULEVO
INTERNATIONAL

efficiency, reliability, safety, ease of use and
maintenance: these are the guidelines that
Biemmedue has followed to design its range
of professional high-pressure washers.
biemmedue.com

217

A YEAR OF SUCCESSES
The Emilia-based company closed 2017
with a turnover of around 70 million
euros, registering a strong commercial
expansion. Already active in over 80
countries worldwide, the Emilian company
has strengthened its presence on the
Asian market, with an important order (22
machines) on the Municipality of Jakarta
(Indonesia), and has entered the two strategic
areas: the USA and India.
On the US market, Dulevo International won
several new orders for a total of 41 road
sweepers. The city of Denver (Colorado) has
purchased 23 units of the 6000 High Dump (a
version of the machine specially designed for
the American market). The company has also
entered the Indian market with 150 sweepers
of the 850 model, adapted to meet the

30

infrastructural needs of the country. In 2017,
at the new industrial site of Fontanellato (PR),
1,932 machines were produced (533 of which
are road sweepers) D.zero2 is the first electric
road sweeper from Dulevo International,
which received a special mention at the
Ecomondo presentation for the innovative
content of the project.
www.dulevo.com
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KEMAK

219

A RANGE OF PROFESSIONAL 		
CLEANING MACHINES
Kemak Group is Italian leading company in
professional and industrial cleaning machines
manufacturing. Kemak is producing high
quality machines with over twenty years
experience. The complete ranges: Dry & Wet/
dry professional -industrial vacuum cleaners,
Walk-Behind Floor Sweepers, Professional
- industrial Steam Cleaner. Visit the website
www.kemak.it and download thecatalogue,
you can find exhaustive info on each range/
model.
www.kemak.it

LAVORWASH

203

A SCRUBBER-DRYER RELIABLE
AND AGILE
Challenges in the cleaning services are
always there and solution provider should
focus at these, despite the thrills of emotional
perceptions. With the new Dynamic,
Lavorwash is providing a solid, reliable, very
agile and accessible tool to keep your floor
clean and dry. Only one switch and you are
ready to work, no lever or setting to take care
of: flow across narrow path or congested area
with best visibility and cleaning hard to reach
edges on both sides of the brush. Forget
squeegee corners or turns nightmares with
compact and neckless driving wheel. Reduce
unproductive break with automatic solution
cut-off, brush (dis)connection and water
stop filling. Are you ready to embrace the
affordable future? Make Dynamic your next
cleaning machine.
en.lavorpro.com
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KLINMAK

116

LAVORWASH

A YOUNG COMPANY BUT WITH
EXPERIENCE
KlinMak is a young company (2014) founded
by people with a long experience in the
professional cleaning. Located South Milan in
a nice building (ca. 1.000 sqm) manufacture
compact ride on scrubber dryers (HiLo8065:
80 l - 65 cm). The target was clear since from
the beginning: to be different in the market,
bringing innovation. One patent is simple
incredible: two toothed brushes driven by
one motor. During Interclean 2018 KlinMak
will show the new walk behind range 20 and
40L tanks, 2 brushes (2x8” and 2x10”) using
the same motor also for the turbine, with
huge benefits in terms of runtime, noise level
and enviroment. Few words about the Range:
Compact Ride on scrubber dryer HILO8065
is an innovative compact ride on scrubber
dryer (80 liter tank, 65 cm path), battery
driven 24V, for cleaning surfaces from 1500
to 5000 free sqm. The min. productivity is

HALL 02

about 2.000 sqm/h. The brush head with two
brushes it allows a perfect cleaning result
due also to the a smart pressure control
of the cleaning power on the floor. The
machine can be used for maintenaince and
also deep cleaning on any kind of surfaces
(tiles, cement, linoleum, marble, etc.) and
any kind of dirty. The brush head, in front of
the machine, gives to the operator a perfect
visibility of the cleaning job, clean the corner
and edges without any manual step. Average
runtime over 3 h.
www.klinmak.com

203

Lavorwash is one of the worldwide leaders
in cleaning industry and offers a wide and
complete range of cleaning machinery
suitable for any kind of applications,
both indoor and outdoor. Over the years,
Lavorwash has grown to become a specialist
manufacturer of professional cleaning
systems diversifying its own range to offer
innovative products of excellence: scrubber
dryers, sweepers, steam generators, wet
& dry vacuum cleaners, carpet cleaners
with injection/extraction function, highpressure cleaners as well as a wide range of
accessories.
All products are manufactured with a leading
know-how and are reliable, practical, of high
quality boothards and in conformity with the
strictest international boothards.
Our complete range of products together
with lot of product news will be exhibited
on our booth at INTERCLEAN Exhibition in
Amsterdam.
Come to discover our range of scrubber
dryers, you can use them in a demo area on
our booth.

FOCUS
LAVORWASH Spa
Via J.F. Kennedy, 12
46029 Pegognaga MN
T. 0376 55431
Fax 0376 558927
info@lavorwash.it
www.lavorhyper.com

FLAGSHIP PRODUCT
DYNAMIC, a solid, reliable,
very agile and accessible
tool to keep your floor
clean and dry.

www.lavorhyper.com
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DEPURECO INDUSTRIAL
VACUUM
327
THE MINIBULL LINE
Lightweight and Compact, the new MiniBull
line meets all the cleaning requirements, even
where an absolute filter is needed. MiniBull
is a Wet & Dry single-phase Unit, Powerful
and Reliable, suitable for non continuous
applications. Fitted with By-pass motors, filter
clogging and voltage warning lights indicators,
independent ON/OFF switches and vertical
manual shaker. It is among the most compact
in its class. MiniBull great skills, for space
saving.
www.depureco.com

IDROBASE GROUP

119

WITH LONG LIFE FOAM LANCE, YOUR
FOAM WILL ALWAYS BE DENSE LIKE THE
FIRST DAY
To design a device that preserves the quality
of the foam like the first day. This is the goal
achieved by Idrobase Group with the new
Long Life Foam Lance. The new - patented
foam lancelasts 10 times longer than the
classic ones.  This new solution by Club dei
Riparatori by Idrobase Group achieves high
levels of performance thanks to theLong
Life system that stops micro impurities and
silt, a guarantee that you will preserve foam
quality like the first day 10 times more than
common foaming tools.  Piuma Long Life,
made of brass, is a foam lance that presents
all the pluses of the Piuma range of products,
among which we highlight: the external
regulator with three levels of foam density, to

36

obtain the best performance of the foaming
detergent; the Made in Italy AISI 304 stainless
steel pressed strainer.  The Long Life version
of Idrobase Group foam lances is naturally
also available in the Traditional Foam Lance
version.
www.idrobasegroup.com
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LINDHAUS
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NEW BACKPACK VACUUM CLEANER LB4
The LB4 Superleggera L-ion/Electric is the
world lightest backpack vacuum cleaner. Its
weight is 4,9 kg including the battery and 3,8
kg for the Electric version. The ergonomic,
transpiring backrest is fully adjustable with
integrated accessories supports. The machine
can be also equipped with a blower kit
(optional). Ideal in difficult environments,
it provides fast cleanup and high level of
performances. The 5 stage filtration system
guarantees a filtration efficiency of 99.91%
at 0,3 micron. Using a Hepa filter (optional)
for healthcare environments, the filtration
efficiency reaches 99.96% at 0,3 micron.
With an optional “4 swivel wheels kit” the
machine can be transformed into a super
compact canister vacuum cleaner. The electric
version is equipped with a direct electrified
connection for the use of the electronic
Lindhaus PB12e power nozzle (optional) thus

MA.FRA.

transforming the machine into a comfortable
backpack carpet cleaner (dry cleaner). It has
been in production for a few months and
has already been very well accepted by the
market. The multiple application fields are:
cinemas, theatres, airplanes, trains, busses,
stairs etc. At Interclean Amsterdam Lindhaus
will present the full professional Eco Force
range.
www.lindhaus.it

204

THE PLS WASHING SYSTEM
MAFRA, in view of the expansion of its Ho.Re.
Ca. line, has recently introduced the PLS
Professional Laundry Solutions washing
system, dedicated to the professional laundry.
The system consists of just five products:
PLS1 detergent with a surfactant, PLS2
alkaline detergent, PLS3 enzymatic detergent,
PLS4 bleaching and whitening (without
chlorine), PLS5 softener, suitable for solving
all types of dirt present in the sector and on
all types the fabric, to be used with specific
dosing systems. With the PLS system, Mafra
has succeeded in bringing the washing waste
around the advantages of using this line of
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super concentrates: reduced consumption
(high concentration); low environmental
impact (highly innovative formulations) and
the certifications ISO 9001, ISO 14001, ISO
18001 of the German TÜV, looking at the
boothards required worldwide; reduction of
packaging, therefore less transport costs, less
fuel consumption (3% real).
www.mafra.com
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MOVIMOTOR

130

ESSECINQUE

TECHNOLOGICAL INNOVATION 		
AND FLEXIBILITY
Movimotor designs, develops and produces
D.C motors, gear motors and transaxle drive
systems according to customers’ specifications.
Production flexibility and technological
innovation are very important for Movimotor
which has always invested in high-tech
machinery and moulds which enable the
production of complete projects suitable
for any customized solution. The company
is certified according to the UNI EN ISO
9001:2008 Quality Certification. In the photo
you can see an example of production of a d.c.
parallel axis gear-motor mainly used in the
field of the industrial cleaning (floor-cleaning,
scrubbers, sweepers machines). Features:
Rated voltage up to 48V - power up to 750W
- outside diameter of the motor 101,3mm 114mm.
www.movimotor.it

The textile experience for the
cleaning industry - Essecinque is a
dynamic company that was founded
in 2005 thanks to a simple idea of the
founders: transferring the forty years
experience in the field of textiles and
clothing to the field of professional
cleaning products.
Thanks to a highly automated
technology, Essecinque produces the
articles of cotton and other textile fibers
choosing the best raw materials that are
transformed using the most innovative
know-how in product manufacturing.
Mops, flat mops (with velcro, pockets
or wings), cloths, handles, buckets and
trolleys, windows equipment: these are
all the products that you can find in our
catalog.
Over the years the company has
built established partnerships with
manufacturers of related equipment in
the industry, providing its customers
with a wide and varied product catalog.

WHY ESSECINQUE?
1. New: in an already established market…
a new and different company
2. Quality: constant attention to the
product quality along the entire
production chain
3. Internationalization: synergic
partnerships with key industry partners
in the world
4. Flexibility: a lean and market oriented
company
5. Customization: possibility of studying
all kinds of customized products and
finding suitable solutions to specific
needs

FOCUS
ESSECINQUE Srl
VIA Biancon 10/12
35010
Villa del Conte (PD)
www.essecinque.net

CONTACTS
info@essecinque.net
T. 049.9390114

FLAGSHIP PRODUCT
FLAT MOP
Microfast - cotton
and microfiber,
for velcro system

www.essecinque.net
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BETTARI
FOCUSED ON ENVIRONMENT
Fruit of research and experience, Bettari
proposes the Ecolabel line, the European
Eco-label mark identifying low environmental
impact products, with particular attention
to the main social and ethical aspects of
production processes. Perfect for cleaning all
surfaces, they leave a pleasing scented note
and boast the same effectiveness as traditional
products.
GEA LEMON PAV is a concentrated product
for the daily cleaning of floors, tiles and hard
surfaces, with an excellent self-drying power.
Its particular formula allows the use without
rinsing even with scrubbers and single-brush
machines. It is also suitable for use on waxed
floors as it does not affect polymeric films.
GEA VETRI is ideal for the daily maintenance
of mirrored surfaces such as glass and mirrors,
door jambs and doors, objects and surfaces in
crystal, metal, porcelain, marble and synthetic
material. It removes dust and greasiness
without leaving streaks and with its high
wetting and dissolving power it allows to speed
up the surface cleaning operations.
GEA SGRASS is a ready to use degreaser
suitable for surfaces, furniture, sinks, bathtubs,
stainless steel and profiles of extraction hoods.

The synergistic formulation of surfactants
and solvents widens its possibilities of use,
making this product effective against all types
of dirt such as grease, dust, oil, grease and soap
residues.
GEA LEMON PAV It is available in 			
a 1 liter bottle and in a 5 kg tank.
GEA VETRI and GEA SGRASS 			
are available in a 750 ml bottle.
The ECOLABEL products by Bettari are perfect
for cleaning all surfaces, leaving a pleasant
scented note and a pleasant feeling of
cleanness in the environment, boasting the
same effectiveness of traditional products.
BETTARI:
always a step forward for a cleaner world!

FOCUS
BETTARI DETERGENTI Srl
25020 Poncarale (BS)
T. 030 2540330
Fax 030 2540332

CONTACTS
info@bettari.it
www.bettari.it

www.bettari.it
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HYGAN

305

KLINDEX

1ST ITALIAN LAUNDRY SYSTEM
CERTIFIED WITH THE EU ECOLABEL
The ECORAIN professional laundry product
line Ecolaundry, produced by the South
Tyrolean company HYGAN, is specifically
designed for the HORECA sector. The
Ecolaundry system is the first Italian
Laundry system that has been certified by
the EU Ecolabel association and therefore
considerably more ecological than traditional
laundry systems. The four main references
combine high washing performance and
respect for the environment and make up a
complete washing system. With traditional
universal powder or liquid detergents,
performance depends on and is limited

IDROMATIC

by the component that is consumed first,
whereas in multi-component systems, such as
the Ecolaundry ECORAIN, the dosage of each
component can be controlled and calibrated
as needed. Thanks to this, consumption is
reduced to the advantage not only of users,
but also of the environment. All Ecolaundry
products are also free of chlorine and
phosphates.
www.hygan.it
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Klindex designs and produces machines
for cleaning and restoration of all surfaces.
Thanks to its competence, the company
assures to its customers efficient and good
services. Moreover, thanks to the cooperation
between Klindex and its customers, all the
market demands are satisfied. All the projects
are studied and supported by Klindex with
up-to-date programs. Klindex has already
achieved the certification UNI EN ISO 9001:
2000 for “design, production, sale of cleaning
and grinding machines”. Klindex is famous for
its vivacity in the design and new projects, and
regularly collaborate with the University of
L’Aquila and with its department of Energy for

researches activities. Every year creates new
Engineers. Klindex is very sensible to the
ecological impact. For this reason, all the
researches are finalized to use ecological
materials with no noxious residue.

FOCUS
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THE EVOLUTION OF THE STEAM
CLEANING
The Vortex System is the revolutionary
professional steam generator designed by
Idromatic to wash by steam and vacuum the
dust. Able to clean deeply with minimum
water and power consumption. Addition of
chemicals is unnecessary, electric power can
be applied by a small battery or a generator
of less than 1KW.
Astra Vortex can be used at the same time
by 3 operators, conntected to the three
indipendent steam outlets, allowing to wash,
vacuum, degrease without any power drop
or interference. The three fuctions can be
used in succession by the same operator or

HALL 05

even by more operators at the same time,
to create a continuos cleaning process at
different stages. Idromatic is succesful in
the professional cleaning market for the
durability and reliability of its products. Since
1975 we have been designing tools to use
every day in every conditions and easily
repairable. The goal is to give solutions to the
customers and make the cleaning an efficient
and profitable activity.
www.idromatic.it

KLINDEX Srl
S.S. 5 Tiburtina Valeria,
Km209+200
65024 Manoppello (PE)
T. +39 085 859 546
Fax +39 085 859 9224
info@klindex.it
www.klindex.com
Ercole Bibiano
info@klindex.com
FLAGSHIP PRODUCT
LEVIGHETOR 645 is the
most versatile version of
Levighetor series. Thanks
to itsPlanetary Head K1200
and to 5.5 “/ 140mm tools,

productivity increases.
Levighetor645 is the
grinding and polishing
machine for small to
medium sized areas, ideal
for apartments and civil
applications. Perfect for all
types of floor and processing
such us: grinding and
polishing of marble, granite,
gres, terrazzo, concrete
and industrial floors, the
preparation of floors and
surfaces, the removal of
resins and glues and other
type of treatments. Thanks to
the klindex’ patented 360Åã
directional wheels that allow

to move the machine in any
direction, the Levighetor
645 can work in both large
and narrow areas like
bathrooms and kitchens.
With its powerful 4HP
motor, the Levighetor 645
is the only mono-phase
machine in the world that
can work with additional
weights for a total of up to
160kg

www.klindex.com
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KLINDEX
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THE ADVANCED ROTO-ORBITAL 		
SINGLE DISC
Maxi Orbit, the advanced professional
multipurpose single brush which makes it
easy and quick working on all surfaces.
Suitable for treatments such as polishing,
dewaxing, crystallization, light grinding on
marble, concrete, stone, parquet, terracotta
and stoneware, Maxi Orbit is also ideal for
cleaning delicate surfaces such as carpets
and rugs. The oscillating head adapts to all
surfaces and allows to work easily even on
uneven surfaces minimizing user fatigue.
The great number of accessories and the big
wheels on the ground make working simple
and efficient. Thanks to its high-frequency
oscillations roto-orbital principle, Maxi
Orbit amazes for the excellent stability and
manoeuvrability making the crystallization
operations with steel wool fast, easy and

NOVALTEC GROUP

effortless. The robust and compact chassis,
the reinforced rod’s ergonomic handle, the
large wheels, its low weight and the release
system of the main components (optional),
make of the Maxi Orbit a strong machine very
easy to carry.
www.klindex.com
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A STEAM GENERATOR
Atlantis is the highest expression in the
compact industrial line. Extremely robust
construction combined with appealing
design, Atlantis was conceived for the most
demanding user. Atlantis is a steam generator
for usage in the industrial sector, with a
stainless-steel body. The automatic refilling
system with an internal water tank makes it
possible to have unlimited steam autonomy.
It’s also possible to inject detergent or
hot water together with steam. The steam
generator’s front panel is equipped with
commands for a timer, a thermometer and a
pressure display. It also offers the possibility
to be upgraded with a vacuum system and
connection to the water mains.
www.novaltecgroup.it
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MAZZONI
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NOVALTEC GROUP

ABOUT PRESSURE WASHERS
Mazzoni assembles industrial pressure
washers up to 500 bar, both electric and
diesel or gasoline engine. It provides
direct and quick assistance, considering
the production of all internal parts and in
particular the pump, the heart of the product.
This is unusual for a company of this size
that allows Mazzoni to be on the market as a
flexible and dynamic company, very attentive
to the product and innovative. From this point
of view here is the latest: the Industrial steam
machine ST4000. There are many applications
for this machine, we can use to steam
sterilization (without water) or with water and
steam to clean different types of flooring and
materials. We use it to remove dirt using less
water, for example in processing precious
metals, in the food industry, cleaning in food
industries, industrial kitchens, car wash to

STI

clean the interior of motor vehicles. In the
public areas can be used for the maintenance
of gardens, monuments cleaning or to remove
chewing gum, graffiti and plastic / adhesive
stickers. The machine has the aptitude to be
used by two operators simultaneously with
two different lances: spear mechanics are
smaller and easy to handle and the larger
with interchangeable brush and prepared
for the pre-treatment with detergents
for cleaning large spaces with steam and
detergent.
www.e-mazzoni.it
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A STEAM GENERATOR
COMBY 3500 is a steam generator suitable for
every kind of cleaning: compact, completely
in stainless-steel, completed of integrated
aspirator and all accessories.
Thanks to its 180°C steam, it can get rid of
99% of bacteria in few seconds and with its
powerful vacuum motor it can perfectly dry
each surfaces. Comby 3500 is an innovative
equipment and reveals itself to be your
best ally to deal with every kind of cleaning,
even the long and difficult ones since it has
an automatic-recharge boiler. Moreover,
it has two new functions, “Hydrojet” and
“Detergent, that will allow you to choose
the level of water and/or detergent to eject

HALL 05
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Novaltec Group, based in Scorzè (VE), was
founded in 1994 and built his fortunes on the
power of a natural element such as steam, to
become one of the leading industries in the
field.
Our research and technology is addressed
to any company for whom image is of the
essence our R&D is continuously devising new
solutions which, combined to the experience
gathered in the field, allows us to build high
added value products, capable of unique
and environmentally friendly performances,
in compliance with safety and the strictest
regulations.
A philosophy reflected in every aspect of
business where people are placed ahead of
everything: from our production entirely made
in Italy, the “open space” headquarters, to all
services provided.
The constant evolution of the company
involved not only the production line but
also the commercial sector, marketing and
communication. Nowadays, Novaltec is a

leader in the sector and thanks to several
branches and a network of agents and
technicians, it is able to cover the whole
national territory.
The largest commercial area is represented
by the Italian market, while for the expanding
foreign sector, it involves several European
countries and those in the Mediterranean area
as Morocco, Tunisia, Egypt and United
Arab Emirates ‘till India and Australia.
Novaltec mission is to supply a new service,
particularly careful to those companies that
need a high level of hygiene and disinfection.

FOCUS

together with steam, in accordance with the
surface to be cleaned.
You can really change your way of cleaning by
making it easier, faster and more convenient
with Comby 3500.
www.stindustry.it

NOVALTEC GROUP Srl
Via Pier Santi Mattarella, 28
30037 Gardigiano di Scorzè (VE)
T. +39 041 449949
Fax +39 041 5830575
info@novaltecgroup.com
www.novaltecgroup.it

SALES MANAGER
Andrea Torresan
SINGLE ADMINISTRATOR
Pierangelo Maren
FLAGSHIP PRODUCT
PROFESSIONAL LINE - PAWNEE
INDUSTRIAL LINE - ATLANTIS

www.novaltecgroup.it
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SANTOEMMA

111

A MACHINE AS EASY-TO-USE AS A
CLEANING TROLLEY
Santoemma Powertec30-Battery model was
designed to clean and sanitize restrooms
in public areas. Powered by batteries, this
machine is as maneuverable and userfriendly as a cleaning trolley and it can be
used in any place, without the discomfort of
the power cable. Moreover, its internal battery
charger allows to recharge the machine just
connecting it to an electrical wall socket.
The cleaning process is carried out through
four stages: Spraying of chemical solution on
all the surfaces to be cleaned (walls, sanitary
fixtures, showers and panes), Chemical action,
Rinsing with clean water, Vacuuming of
residual water from floor. This model uses a
very little amount of water in order to allow
efficient and very fast cleaning operations.

TPA IMPEX

In fact, the machine was designed for daily
use. Powertec30-Battery is ideal for shopping
malls, hospitals, nursing homes, schools
and universities and it represents a real
innovation in its field.
www.santoemma.com

147

A STEAM-VACUUM CLEANER
BlueEvolution S+ is more flexible than any
other professional steam-vacuum cleaner.
Both the steam and suction power have 3
settings. You can also regulate the hot water
inflow continuously using a control valve,
which allows you to set the soaking effect on
the device individually.
BlueEvolution S+ is kinder to the
environment than almost any other cleaning
system. It is only filled with clear water and
minimizes water consumption thanks to
the steam pressure. There is no need for
any harmful or really aggressive chemicals.
The applications of the BlueEvolution are

50

practically limitless. BlueEvolution really
comes into its own in areas of high public
traffic. Even large areas can be cleaned
efficiently and quickly with little effort.
Pathogens don’t booth a chance!
www.tpaimpex.com

COMPANIES & PRODUCTS
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UDOR
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THE DIAPHGRAM PUMPS
UDOR - founded in 1966 - manufactures and
markets diaphragm pumps and plunger pumps
for pumping water and chemical-added water.
The production covers over 50 models of
Diaphragm Pumps (from 2 to 6 cylinders) and
over 150 models of Plunger Pumps (from 3
to 6 cylinders). Some of most representative
models showed here are PENTA, a 5 plungers
500 Bar pump, and VY, able to achieve 1.250
Bar working pressure. The pumps are designed
to ensure reliability and long life. The company
constantly improve the products to guarantee
quality and upgrade performance.
The products are developed to be incorporated
into various kinds of pumping systems such
as: High Pressure Washers, Water Cleaners, Fire
Fighting Systems, Deicing Equipment, Reverse
Osmosis systems, Misting equipment, Lawn
Care Sprayers and others.
www.udor.it

HALL 05

STI
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STI was founded in 2009 by the ten-year
experience of the Passuello Family in the
steam cleaning sector. STI is a young and
dynamic company that, thanks to a fast and
flexible organization and the high quality of
its products, is conquering the European and
extra-European market. The company booths
as a reliable partner able to offer a 360 degree
service and a complete product.
We are leaders in the production of steam
cleaning machines, in the two lines for domestic
and for professional use. Our products are
entirely designed and manufactured in our
factory of over 3,000 square meters in Fara
Vicentino. The company strongly believes in
Made in Italy, considering it an example of
excellence recognized worldwide. Following
this line of thought, STI guarantees that every
component of its machines present Italian
origin, thus offering a product of the highest
level. Steam is a safe and fast way to clean and
sanitize any type of surface. Our steam cleaners
are an example of green cleaning since they do
not require the use of chemical solutions and
detergents. Normal tap water is transformed
into a powerful tool for deep cleaning. Steam
eliminates dirt, mold and other contaminants
from a variety of surfaces in seconds. It is also
ideal for those suffering from allergies. STI has a

wide range of machines, from the simplest and
most economical for domestic use, to the most
complex and powerful, for industrial use.
The domestic line consists of the QV4, QV5,
QV6 and QV7 lines. It is a complete range with
both only-steam and steam&vacuum products.
Their uses are varied: from sanitary disinfection
to glass cleaning, from the degreasing of ovens
and hobs to the cleaning of fabrics (curtains,
sofas, carpets, etc.), from the aspiration of
liquids to the ironing. The professional range is
divided into two lines: COMBY (steam&vacuum
products) and GAISER (only-steam products).
Our professional range will allow you to
thoroughly clean and sanitize any place, fields
of use are many: from the food industry to the
mechanical industry, health sector (hospitals,
doctors, dentists and veterinary) to catering,
from hotels to public transport cleaning.

FOCUS
STI Srl
Via Rosi, 3
Fara Vicentino (VI)
36030
www.stindustry.it

SALES MANAGER
Laura Passuello
sales@stindustry.it

FLAGSHIP PRODUCT
DOMESTIC LINE:
QUEENVAP
PROFESSIONAL LINE:
COMBY 3500

www.stindustry.it
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4 CLEANPRO
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TORK, BRAND OF ESSITY

A SMALL BUT STRONG 		
SCRUBBER-DRIER
MIRA is an agile and small washer enough
to be transported even with a utility. It has a
stainless steel frame (410 mm working width),
a 3 liter tank with a cleaning capacity of 100
m2 (“eco” function). Lithium batteries allow 1
hour of autonomy for about 800 m2 . Thanks
to its hinged handle, it is possible to access
under tables, cabinet shelves, etc.
www.4cleanpro.com

AR-CO CHIMICA

220

WITH ALADIN CLEANING BECOMES
EVERYDAY GREENER
Aladin systems manufactured by AR-CO
Chimica optimize detergents’ dilution and
usage, thus reducing the impact on the
environment. All systems are WIFI connected
in order to provide constantly updated
information about detergents’ consumption.
The systems are available in two different
versions: Aladin pack, which dispenses
unit-doses of concentrated products, and
Aladin GT5, which dispenses ready to use or
concentrated products. With Aladin GT5 the
concentration and dilution of the products are
fully customizable and constantly monitored.
The systems are equipped with a software
which calculates and sets in advance the
required type and quantity of detergent
(either diluted or in unit-dose) for every
operator; this tool allows to calculate in

HALL 07
HALL 10

advance the overall detergents’ consumption
for each facility, for each operation and for
each operator.
Aladin systems grant a number of advantages:
they reduce detergents’ stock quantity; they
reduce the number of supplies’ deliveries;
they are an efficient tool for monitoring
detergents’ consumption.
www.arcochimica.it

07-436 / 10-101

Tork is the leading global Essity’s brand in
workplace hygiene. From paper towels in
hospital washrooms to napkin dispensers in
restaurant dining rooms, Tork delivers a great
experience for the user and a convenient
experience for the buyer.
Whenever you need to wipe, dry, clean
or polish, we take care of it. Our range of
dispensers, refills and services is designed
to meet the specific needs of washrooms,
industrial environments, kitchens, and dining
areas. So you can get on with what really
matters in your business.
And as part of Essity, we’re dedicated to
serving your needs in a sustainable way saving you time, money, and effort, so you can
focus on what matters most to your business.
Essity is a leading global hygiene and health
company that develops, produces and sells
Personal Care (Baby Care, Feminine Care,
Incontinence Products and Medical Solutions),
Consumer Tissue and Professional Hygiene
products and solutions. Our vision is;
Dedicated to improving well-being through
leading hygiene and health solutions.

Sales are conducted in approximately 150
countries under many strong brands, including
the leading global brands TENA and Tork,
and other brands, such as Leukoplast, Libero,
Libresse, Lotus, Nosotras, Saba, Tempo,
Vinda and Zewa. Essity has about 48,000
employees and net sales in 2016 amounted
to approximately SEK 101bn (EUR 10.7bn).
The business operations are based on a
sustainable business model with focus on
value creation for people and nature. The
company has its headquarters in Stockholm,
Sweden, and is listed on Nasdaq Stockholm.
Essity used to be part of the SCA Group.

Tork EasyCube™ Intelligent Facility Cleaning System
incorporates the Internet of Things (IoT) to enhance
the efficiency of managing facility cleaning, staff
and ordering supplies. Our system combines sensor

technology, software tools and services to transform
cleaning operations into a fact-based science for more
informed decisions, increased user satisfaction and
budget savings.

FOCUS
ESSITY ITALY S.p.A.
Via Salvatore Quasimodo, 12
20025 Legnano (MI)
T. +39 0331 443896
Fax +39 0331 17 30 300
tork.info@essity.com

SALES MANAGER
Riccardo Trionfera
riccardo.trionfera@essity.com
FLAGSHIP PRODUCT
TORK EASYCUBE™

www.tork.it
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ÈCOSÌ

104

4CLEANPRO

A SYSTEM TO NEUTRALIZE BAD SMELLS
ONS- Odor Neutralizing System is the
innovative plan for bad smells neutralization
by ÈCOSÌ. ONS uses natural agents to
eliminate the substances generating
unpleasant odors. Special catalysts make
accumulated organic materials easy to
remove and then no longer available to the
microbial load. ONS is a sustainable GPPcompliant system available for INTERCLEAN
in two versions: Wellness (for hotels, wellness
centers, pools, spa, etc.), Travel (trains,
airports, highways service areas, etc.). È
COSÌ produces detergents, disinfectants,
odor neutralizers and plans efficient and
avant-garde cleaning systems. The company
operates in Health and Nursing Care, Laundry,

MAGIC

HALL 07

Food Industry, Institutional Cleaning, Industry
and Zootechnics. È COSÌ develops ECOLABEL
and ICEA products and we are the only
company in Europe to produce EPD certified
detergents.
www.odorneutralizingsystem.com

426

The Company is born in 2010. The
owners have above more than 20 years
experience in producing cleaning
equipment for professionnal purpose.
The company realizes that the real needs
of the professional market has changed
and only few of the main producer
are able to propose new solution or
technology in order to really follow
the evolution of the cleaning tecnics
wich are today absolutly important
for the cleaning world. The target is to
be give the costumers what they need
and understand their need in order to
develop together what they will need
tomorrow.

142

A RANGE OF PRODUCT TO KEEP 		
SURFACES DRY
The majority of accidents at work occurs due
to wet floors or for the presence of slippery
materials. No more improvised solutions,
TIPTAPT is the range of disposable products
designed to keep surfaces and floors always
dry and clean, reducing the time and cost of
cleaning the rooms. Suitable for every work
and domestic environment, the TIPTAP line
is made up of Multimat: multipurpose antislip superabsorbent mat, Durama: industrial
anti-slip mat with high mechanical properties,
Capsorb: pad able to absorbs large amounts

of liquid, equipped with barrier and fold film
for easy use, and Unisorb: versatile device,
practical and fast, very useful to always have
on hand.
www.tiptapsafedry.com

FOCUS
4CLEANPRO Srl
Via Dei Tigli, 20
50013 Campi Bisenzio FI
www.4cleanpro.com

SALES MANAGER
Patrick Vangestel
mobile +39 327 5895500
com@4cleanpro.com
FLAGSHIP PRODUCT
MIRA, the scrubber drier
small but strong

www.4cleanpro.com
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UNIVAC
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BEST SOLUTIONS FOR INDUSTRIAL
CLEANING PROBLEMS
UniVac, leading producer of Industrial Vacuum
Machines, headquartered in Paruzzaro
(Novara), was born after years of experience
in the suction, handling of materials, and has
always distinguished itself in environmental
problems solutions related to industrial
cleaning. UniVac product is designed to
meet the needs of the most demanding
customers in terms of cleaning, transport and
storage of the sucked material. Worldwide,
the Partners can offer mobile or centralized
vacuum systems that meet the latest design
technologies in compliance with current
regulations and with power ratings up to 175
kW. The large number of UniVac customers
worldwide, and the huge range of industrial
vacuum machines offered, are the best
business card.
www.univacaspiratori.com
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AR-CO CHIMICA
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AR-CO Chimica was born on 1st June 1993 in
Carpi, in the province in Modena. Its founders
were Luca Cocconi and Alessandra Ardizzoni.
In its start-up phase the firm counted four
employees that, cleverly driven, produced Eis,
a multipurpose glass cleaner, on the market
since 1994.
Since then, the productive and business rise,
that brought AR-CO Chimica to play a role
of protagonist on the stage of specialized
hygiene, was constant.
In a few years the firm based in Medolla, in the
province in Modena, acquired great prestige
thanks to the creation of a complete range of
detergents for industries, hospitals, hotels,
public places and schools. Nowadays the staff
formed by the employees and partners of this
dynamic firm is countersigned for creativeness
and enthusiasm. AR-CO occupies an overall
surface of more than 15.000 mqs (7.500 of
which covered), that includes a new wing in
which it is based the first TAILOR Point in Italy.
The productive lines allow to manifacture
4,5 million kilos of detergent per year, at the
rhythm of 20.000 kg / day.
Green Cleaning it’s a mission: the company

is, and has been for a long time, one of the
most to the state-of-the-art companies
in Italy in professional cleaning, thanks
to a technological evolution focused on
environmental sustainability. AR-CO himica
was the first manufacturer in Italy to produce
and put on the market a complete range of
Ecolabel products for professional cleaning.
The company has recently reached some
important targets, such as the ISO 17025
certification for the products for Green Public
Procurement and the compliance of its entire
product range to the CLP European Regulation
(dealing with the classification, labeling and
packaging of all chemical substances and their
mixtures).

FOCUS
AR-CO Chimica srl
Via Canalazzo, 22/24
41036 Medolla (MO)
T 0535 58890
info@arcochimica.it

FLAGSHIP PRODUCT
ALADIN SYSTEMS

www.arcochimica.it
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CENTRALCARTA

306

CENTRALCARTA

A RANGE OF PRODUCTS FOR AWH
Centralcarta supplies a wide range of
products for the Away-From-Home and
Consumer sectors under its own brands.
The Classeur packaging for the Away-FromHome sector has clear, professional graphics
with all the information necessary for the
identification and use of the product. All the
products meet the requirements of the main
certification organizations, such as ECOLABEL,
CE, FSC and PEFC. Centralcarta technology
allows you to produce professional items with

SOFIDEL

HALL 10

the perfect blend of quality, functionality and
image. Multiple Embossing Systems allow you
to get industrial coils with a strong hold of the
veils, absorbent, strength and volume.
www.centralcarta.it
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Centralcarta supplies a wide range of
products for the Away-From-Home
and Consumer sectors under its own
brands. The Classeur packaging for
the Away-From-Home sector has
clear, professional graphics with
all the information necessary for
the identification and use of the
product. All our products meet the
requirements of the main certification
organizations, such as ECOLABEL, CE,
FSC and PEFC.

303

THE INNOVATIVE TOILET TISSUE
Full Tech is an innovative coreless toilet
tissue, result of the ongoing R&D activities
in Papernet, Away-From-Home brand of the
Sofidel Group. It is made of 100% pure
cellulose, Ecolabel certified, and over 100
meters long. Its dispensing system, patent
pending, can accommodate two rolls,
making over 200 meters of paper available
in very little space, substantially reducing
time consumption and waste. Indeed, the
amount of refilling operations are strongly
reduced, and there’s no core to be disposed
after each toilet tissue replenishment. The
environmental impact is very positive:
the core absence and the optimization of
the product allows to save 147 kg of CO2

emissions for every ton of paper.
On our website the new video dedicated to
Papernet Full Tech is available: in the video
you will see how Papernet Full Tech is able to
considerably reduce paper consumption and
CO2 emissions, in a simple and fast way.
www.papernet.com

FOCUS
CENTRALCARTA Srl
Via XXV Aprile, 9-13
Badia Pozzeveri
55011 Altopascio LU
T. 39 0583 278045
Fax +39 0583 278602

info@centralcarta.it
www.centralcarta.it
FLAGSHIP PRODUCT
CLASSEUR AWH

www.centralcarta.it
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CARIND

205

ORMA AIR CONTROL

ELEGANCE ON YOUR TABLE
Carind always is looking for satisfy its
customer in every request and needs, and
after having strengthened and expanded
its products range cleaning dedicated,
the Company takes on a new challenge:
with a large investment in a new highly
technological production line, Carind
launched on the market new point to point
napkins, which collects the latest trends
style to prepare the table with color and
personality, combining the inevitable
practically of the product disposable.
The quality of the materials, softness and

ICA TISSUE

durability of the product, are fundamental
features of Carind point to point napkins.
The new napkins line is available in different
colors and is a good alternative to those who
want to offer their customers quality and
trendy products.
www.carindtissue.com

407

AN INDUSTRIAL ROLL
A highly effective choice for your cleaning
needs, this industrial roll is made of 3 ply
blue cellulose and it is 100% foodsafe. The
three-ply are micro-glued through our hi-tech
machines, process that gives the roll extra
absorbency and strenght. The roll has 1000
sheets and weights around 7,700 kg per roll

ORMA AIR CONTROL

- individually shrink-wrapped to ensure roll
protection and hygiene (product code 8336).
www.icatissue.com

300

ORMA is a company that has operated in the
air fresheners and pest control branches
since 35 years. ORMA was born in 1983
with 2 products, the Air Control insecticide
aerosol can and the automatic dispenser with
the same name. From that moment ORMA
has always extended its products catalogue,
introducing more articles and equipments,
but always taking in count the values with
which it was born: customers care and high
quality products.
The ORMA catalogue is wide and can be
divided in two different branches: pest control
products and air fresheners. Regarding pest
control products we should mention the
Masterbox line of rat bait stations, available
in 8 different sizes (Micro, Mini, Midi, Maxi,
Plus, Big, Totalbox and Fusion), of which ORMA
is the owner of the mould, besides a large
selection of insects and mice monitoring
products and a wide range of ready-to-use and
concentrated liquid insecticides.
Regarding the air control products, our aerosol
insecticide Air Control is for sure the most
important item in our catalogue, providing a

safe and effective way to remove the problem
of flying insect in any indoor environment, like
bars, hotels and restaurants.
Moreover ORMA has a large variety of air
fresheners of the lines Air Control and Air
Control Plus with 25 different fragrances,
which are always available in our stock.
ORMA has always stood out for its excellent
customers service, like delivery in 24/48h,
possibility of product personalisation
and prompt and fast assistance on any
technical or commercial problems.
All of these reasons make ORMA a high quality
partner with whom to do business.

300
FOCUS

AN EFFECTIVE INSECTICIDE
The automatic dispenser, together with the
aerosol insecticide Air Control is currently the
best system on the market to control flies and
mosquitoes. These products are effective and
safe in every type of indoor environment and
solve flying insects’ problems. Some types
of typical environments in which Air Control
works well are the commercial and public
areas like bars, pubs, restaurants, offices and
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ORMA
Via Saba 4,
10028 Trofarello (TO)
www.ormatorino.com
hotel lobbies. The product is currently registered in various European countries and it is
considered safe for humans
www.ormatorino.com

SALES MANAGER
Salvatore Mangogna

CONTACT
a.mangogna@ormatorino.it
FLAGSHIP PRODUCT
AIR CONTROL

www.ormatorino.com
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CARIND
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Carind Srl - Paper Industry - work since
1989 and today represents one of the
most important Italian tissue paper
producers. Its main activity is focused on
the production of tissue paper items for
hygienic, sanitary, domestic and industrial
applications. The products are placed
on the professional market A.F.H.(Away
From Home), Ho.Re.Ca, Public Authorities,
and G.D. and G.D.O. in the middle-high
segment. Thanks to Carind technology
and the high flexibility, the company is
able to cover the needs of many different
customers, and thanks to this flexibility
Carind has positioned itself among the
first tissue companies in national and
international market.
The Company works with an Integrated
Quality / Environment / Security
Management System in accordance with
the requirements of UNI EN ISO 9001, UNI
EN ISO 14001 and BS OHSAS 18001. In

addiction to this, Carind has also these
product certifications: FSC Mix, Recycled
and Ecolabel.
Main products: wiper rolls, hand towel
rolls and center feed rolls, medical sheets,
interfolded hand towel “C” “V” “Z”, toilet
paper rolls, jumbo and mini, napkins
1,2,3 ply, interfold napkins and related
accessories and systems.
Carind Brand are: Carind, Selly, Daily Gold,
Value and Bar Napkins.

FOCUS
CARIND
Via Vicinale Fontanile
Loc. Picinella
03033 - Arpino (FR) Italy
T. +39 0775 880005
www.carind.it

SALES MANAGER
Fabrizio Gabriele
fabrizio.gabriele@carind.it
+39 340 1186736
FLAGSHIP PRODUCT
TOVAGLIOLI MICROCOLLATI CAROUSEL
CAROUSEL POINT TO POINT NAPKINS

www.carind.it
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NETTUNO

413

THE 4° T
Nettuno introduces T-Duck, a new dispensing
system which completes the proven 3T system,
where the T-Bag pouch is the main player:
T-Duck allows to dispense Nettuno hand
cleaners directly from the T-Bag in a practical,
safe and hygienic way. This solution is a
compromise between having a wall dispenser,
which occupies some space and having a
canister on the sink, which is not safe because
it’s not fixed to the wall. Apart from these
advantages, using the T-Bag directly allows to
reduce the use of plastic packaging by 80%!
And this is an important argument for Nettuno,
who is very conscientious to environmental
issues and is always working on sustainable
projects.
www.nettuno.net

PACKING90

806

HIGH QUALITY AND ELEGANCE
Hygienic Bag is since more than 25 years the
most important product of the Packing90
family. Made of ABS plastic material in several
finishing, white, chrome, silver, black, gold and
many other colours of effects. The product may
also be customized with every logo. Packing90
also supply the suitable bags refills. Elegant,
easy and stylish, three words to define the
Made in Italy.
www.packing90.com
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NETTUNO
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Nettuno: quality and innovation…always.
Nettuno has been focusing on the skincare
for 48 years and their aim is always been
cleansing and protecting people’s hands.
Today Nettuno has widened their range of
products to satisfy their customers’ different
needs, not only in the industrial field, but
also in the professional cleaning sector.
Nettuno’s catalogue includes: professional
hand cleansers (creams, gels and pastes),
cleaning wet wipes, barrier creams and
after-work creams for the industrial sector;
alcohol-free sanitizing sprays, HACCP soaps
and liquid, foam and spray hand lotions for
the cleaning sector. Nettuno has also been
awarded the Ecolabel for some of their
products: all the ingredients of these products
have been chosen as being amongst the most
eco-friendly raw materials, without affecting
their cleaning effectiveness. This achievement
shows once again that Nettuno’s policy is
more and more orientated towards a better
sustainability.
The true value Nettuno offers is an unwavering
commitment to the development of topquality products, that make them booth out
from the market. We are sure that quality pays
for itself, even in times of crisis like these.

Nettuno has invested substantial resources
to strengthen their offer through innovative
and high-quality dispensing systems (T-Big,
T-Small and T-Duck) and created a special
R&D department with the purpose of planning
and realizing such systems. Nowadays their
offer is highly competitive in terms of price,
quality and service, even when compared to
bigger international companies; this has been
achieved thanks to the very high quality of
their products, that loyalizes customers and
strengthens their brand day by day. Quality
has allowed Nettuno to export their products
almost worldwide: Japan, Canada, USA and
even Australia only to mention the furthest
destinations, but also Europe and Middle East.

FOCUS
NETTUNO Srl
Viale industria 16/18
24060 Castelli Calepio Italy
www.nettuno.net
FLAGSHIP PRODUCT

EXPORT SALES
MANAGER
Francesca Fratus
sales@nettuno.net
T. +39 035 847508

T-DUCK DISPENSING SYSTEM

www.nettuno.net
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HALL 12

PACKING90

806

PACKING90, located in North East of Italy,
was founded in 1990 and operates as
manufacturer in the field of Hotel guest
amenities and cleaning supplies. It owes its
fame especially to Hygiene Bag a sanitary
bags dispenser (invented and patented by
the owner of the Company) to be placed in
the ladies restrooms; this product is now
common everywhere in the world. The tissue
dispensers Cosmetic Box and Cosmetic Cube
are also in abs plastic material and they are
available in white, chrome, satin, gilt, black
and in many other colours.
The dispensers are completely manufactured
in Italy with accurately selected raw materials
in order to keep an high quality boothard in
every fabrication step.
Moulding: achieved with exclusive property
molds of Packing90 using high quality ABS
plastic material;
Chromium processing: Packin90 collaborate
with chrome plating plants having ISO14000
certification (environmental friendly
certification);

Painting: the used paints fulfill the European
environmental regulations;
Silk-screen printing: the used inks are
certificated and long-lasting grip guaranteed.
All the dispensers may be customized with
a silk-screen printed logo. This small range
of dispensers has be conceived with a
compact and stylish shape in order to meet
functionality and aesthetics needs. The firm’s
strong point lies in quality products, prompt
deliveries and excellent value for money. All
the dispensers are made in italy, that means
design and quality.

FOCUS
PACKING90
Via Rossano, 66
36056 Tezze sul Brenta (VI)
T. +39 0424 512791
Fax + 39 0424 511674
info@packing90.com
www.packing90.it

FLAGSHIP PRODUCT
HYGIENE BAG,
COSMETIC BOX,
COSMETIC CUBE

www.packing90.it
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A STROLL THROUGH AMSTERDAM
Who does not know Amsterdam - which since 2010 is a
World Heritage List - raise his
hand (and there are guides
in quantities ready to satisfy
every need for information).
For this reason, in these few
pages, you will find only some
useful info and some curiosities (from the website www.
iamsterdam.com). Everyone
will discover by himself,
through canals, alleys, flowers, museums and attractions
‘his Amsterdam’.

CITY CARD

The ‘I amsterdam City Card’
is the smartest and most
affordable way to explore
Amsterdam. Just choose from
a 24, 48, 72 or 96 - the card
and visit as many attractions

as you like within that timeframe.
Order your card online
and pick up on arrival in
Amsterdam. After completing
the online booking process,
you will receive a confirmation email. Print this out and
present it at one of the pickup locations to receive the I
amsterdam City Card (you are
required to pick up your card
in person). You can collect
your pre-purchased card at
the following three locations:
Amsterdam Central Station
and Amsterdam Airport
Schiphol. With the City Card
you get free entry to the best
museums and attractions,
unlimited use of GVB public
transport in Amsterdam, great
discounts, free giveaways

and special offers. The card is
valid until the end of the year.
Once activated, each element
remains valid for 24, 48, 72 or
96 hours, depending on your
card.

RESTAURANTS

Bolenius
George Gershwinlaan30,
1082 MT AMSTERDAM
Michelin star restaurant in
Amsterdam Zuidas
Chef Luc Kusters and co-owner Xavier Giesen describe
the restaurant’s modern take
on Dutch flavours as “New
Amsterdam”. The menu is
constantly refreshed to make
the most of locally grown
seasonal produce, and the
beautifully-designed décor,
bursting with natural light
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and modern furnishings,
complements the innovative
cuisine.
Teppanyaki Restaurant
Sazanka
Ferdinand Bolstraat333,
1072 LH AMSTERDAM
The only Michelin-starred
teppanyaki restaurant in
Europe. Sazanka restaurant
on the ground floor of Hotel
Okura Amsterdam offers the
opportunity to enjoy ancient
traditions and contemporary
tastes of Japanese cuisine.

VEGETARIAN & VEGAN

Mr. & Mrs. Watson
Linnaeusstraat70-2,
1092 CN AMSTERDAM
The restaurant, located in Amsterdam Oost, offers favourites such as sloppy BBQ sandwiches (made with pulled
jackfruit), cashew-based
fondue, cheesecake and
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cheese platters as well as
the all-importantfrietjeswith
eggless mayonnaise. Dietary
restrictions are taken seriously here, with gluten- and
nut-free options available for
diners.
The Dutch Weed Burger Joint
Nicolaas Beetsstraat47,
1053 RJ AMSTERDAM
One of the healthiest burgers
on the planet is also the tastiest. Try the food trend sweeping the world at Amsterdam’s
own Dutch Weed Burger Joint
in Oud-West.
Dophert
Spaarndammerstraat,
1013 ST AMSTERDAM
All vegan, all good. This
casual breakfast and lunch
joint in the Westerpark neighbourhood serves only a
plant-based menu, so there’s
no dairy or eggs eveninthe

kitchen.
OT301
Overtoom301,
1054 HW AMSTERDAM
This non-profit has been feeding Amsterdam’s alternative
art scene with great projects
since 1999, back when squatting buildings was the thing
to do for young emerging
artists. They also host a small
bookshop and a vegan kitchen, and they hire out studio
space to artists, lecturers and
musicians.
Traditional dutch
The Pantry
Leidsekruisstraat21,
1017 RE AMSTERDAM
This cosy restaurant near bustling Leidseplein positively
oozes Dutchness from every
nook and cranny, serving up
a tempting array of typical
Dutch dishes in a warm and
convivial atmosphere.
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Wilde Kroketten
Danzigerkade27,
1013 AP AMSTERDAM
Long a favourite snack in
the Netherlands, the croquette is the star of this new
restaurant in the Houthavens.
Patrons can choose from an
assortment of 20 different
croquettes, such as shrimp,
crab, meat, and vegetarian
options, paired with flavourful sauces and other snacks.
The restaurant is divided in
two: the lower level serves
lunch, snacks and drinks,
while the upper level offers
a more luxurious five-course
dinner featuring, of course,
croquettes.
De Silveren Spiegel
Kattengat4-6,
1012 SZ AMSTERDAM
The building and restaurant’s
history stretches back to the
Dutch Golden Age, and De

Silveren Spiegel’s elegant
rooms, which have been left
in their original state where
possible, are certainly befitting its fairytale-like name.
Brown cafés
For a taste of authentic
Amsterdam flavour and Dutch
culture, don’t miss a visit to a
traditional Dutch pub known
as a ‘brown café’ (bruin café).
These local watering-holes
are a quintessential part of
Amsterdam’s culture – and are
the favoured haunts of some
colourful local personalities.
In ‘t Aepjen
Zeedijk1,
1012 AN AMSTERDAM
This brown café is simultaneously one of the oldest and
newest examples in the city.
Housed in one of the oldest
buildings in the city dating
from 1475, its annex was a

tavern in the 17th century,
but the ground floor only
became a café in 1990.
Café Hill Street Blues
Warmoesstraat52A,
1012 JG AMSTERDAM
Conveniently located in the
heart of Amsterdam, Café Hill
Street Blues is an ex-coffee
shop turned café and juice
bar. Offering some of the best
milkshakes and hot chocolates in the city, along with a
wide range of alcoholic and
non-alcoholic drinks, the café
is a favourite among locals
and tourists alike.
Healthfood Restaurant De
Bolhoed
Prinsengracht62,
1015 DX AMSTERDAM
Just 350 metres from the
Anne Frank House on the
pretty Prinsengracht, this
earthy eatery serves up
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organic comfort foods to help
you recharge during the day.
Casseroles, soups - including
a vegan French onion soup
- and salads dominate the
menu. With the restaurant’s
location right on the shimmering canal and its façade
decorated in lush greenery,
you can enjoy the hustle and
bustle of Amsterdam from a
cosy seat. On rainy days, the
inside of De Bolhoed is just as
charming with its New Age-y
décor, plentiful indoor plants
and a friendly cat that may
come for a quick cuddle.

Koffie Academie
Overtoom95,
1054 HD AMSTERDAM
Koffie Academie in
Amsterdam serves freshly
made food, from croissants
and brownies to carrot cake
and sandwiches. And of
course, they serve their own
freshly-roasted coffee.
The unique concept behind
Koffie Academie is that
everything is for sale, from
the handmade interior to the
paintings made by students.

COFFEE PLACES

Typically Dutch souvenirs
Jorrit Heinen ‘Royal Gifts and
Collectables’
Prinsengracht440,
1017 KE AMSTERDAM
Art gallery and Delftshop
selling hand made and
painted Delft-pottery.
The shop also is an official

Bedford-Stuyvesant
Javastraat55,
1094 HA AMSTERDAM
Located on Amsterdam’s Javastraat, Bedford-Stuyvesant
is a great place to stop in for
a coffee, tea, organic treat or
fresh salad.
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SHOPPING

dealer for the Porseleyne Fles
and Heinen Delftware.
Firma J. van Beek BV
Damrak10,
1012 LG AMSTERDAM
Cigar and souvenir shop on
the Damrak.
Albert Cuyp Markt
Albert Cuypstraat,
1073 BL AMSTERDAM
There’s no place like the
Albert Cuyp street market to
discover Amsterdam’s typical
sense of humour and laid
back atmosphere.
The Albert Cuypmarkt
is the largest and most
popular outdoor market in
the Netherlands, with 260
booths operating six days a
week selling everything from
Vietnamese spring rolls to
freshly made stroopwafels.
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